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                                                                 Aptitude X                             

 

1Q-  Which set of letters will come in the place of interrogative  

       SSTU : MMNO :  : AABC : ? 

      (a)GGHH            (b)XXYZ           (c)IJKK                   (d)NOOP 

2Q- In a certain code language certain words are coded as given below: 

      JOKER- 29750 

      TRUMP- 45813 

      PROJECT- 1572064 

     What is the code for ‘C’ 

      (a)6                    (b)7                      (c)5                            (d)0 

3Q- In a certain code ‘643’ means ‘she is beautiful’ ‘593’ means ‘He is handsome’, and ‘567’   means ‘handsome 

meets beautiful’ what number will indicate the word ‘meets’? 

      (a)7                   (b)5                      (c)6                           (d)0 

4Q-  Ali is heavier than Ganesh. Mahesh is lighter than Joyesh. Ganesh is lighter than Joyesh, but heavier than 

Prashant. Who among them is the heaviest? 

  (a)Ganesh             (b)Prasant            (c)Joyesh                (d)can’t determine 

  Direction for the question 5 and 6: Six person are sitting around the camp-fire. Vidya is to left of Sindhu.   

Aditya is between  Riya and Shyam . Neelam is at the second place to the left of Aditya? 

5Q-  Who is at the second place to the right of  Vidya. 

   (a)Riya              (b)Shyam                 (c)Neelam               (d)Sindhu 

6Q- Who is to the left of Riya? 

   (a)Sindhu              (b)Neelam             (c)Aditya                (d)Can’t be determine 

7Q- If North is called North –west North-west is called West, West is called South- West and so  on What will 

South- East be called, 

   (a)East                   (b)North-East         (c)West                    (d)South-East 

8Q- Pointing to Sudha, Ali said, “He is my sister’s only brother’s son”. How is sudha related to  Ali? 

   (a)Grandson           (b)Son                    (c)Nephew              (d)can’t be determined 

9Q- Which one number can be placed at the sign of interrogation 
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       (a)5                         (b)6                        (c)8                         (d)9 

10Q- Mahinder and Vinod are ranked 11
th

 and 12
th

 respectively from the top in a class of 41   students. What will be 

their respective ranks from the bottom? 

       (a)32 and 33           (b)29 and 30           (c)30 and 31           (d)31 and 30   

 

 

 

Answar key 

1.(b)   2.   (a)     3.   (a)    4.    (d)    5.     (c)  

6.(d)   7.   (a)     8.   (b)    9.    (d)    10.   (d) 
 


